ANDHRA PRADESH POWER GENERATING CORPORATION LIMITED
VIDYUT SOUDHA :: VIJAYAWADA

Memo.No.JS(Per)/DS(Estd)/AS(Reg)/PO-PNT/99/2018, dtd.31.07.2018

Sub: Estt – APGENCO – Accounts Service – Certain Senior Accounts Officers –
Transfer and postings – Orders – Issued.

************

After careful consideration the following orders are issued.

i) Sri A.S.Balaji, SAO/Audit & Stores O/o FA&CCA/R&A/VS/VJA is deputed to APPDCL on usual terms and conditions of deputation for posting under the control of CE/O&M/SDSTPS/Nelatur vice Sri K.Mohan Rao, SAO repatriated.

ii) On repatriation, Sri K.Mohan Rao, SAO/SDSTPS APPDCL(on deputation) is posted as SAO/Audit & Stores O/o FA&CCA/R&A/VS/VJA.

2) The concerned controlling officers are requested to take necessary action immediately and report compliance.

K.VIJAYANAND
MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
Sri A.S.Balaji, SAO/Audit & Stores
Through the FA&CCA(R&A)/VS/VJA
Sri K.Mohan Rao, SAO
Through the CGM/APPDCL/VS/VJA

Copy to the:
FA&CCA(R&A)/VS/VJA
Chief Engineer/O&M/SDSTPS/APPDCL/Nelatur
Chief General Manager/APPDCL/VS/VJA
PS to Chairman//PS to the Managing Director/VS/VJA.
SAO to Director (F&C)/VS/VJA
DE(T)//ADE(T)// to all Directors
Company Secretary/VS/VJA
DE(MPP)//Pay Officer//Accounts Officer(CPR)/VS/VJA
SAO/O&M/SDSTPS/APPDCL
PA to JS(Per)/VS/VJA.
Stock File/Spare.

//FORWARDED :: BY ORDER//

PERSONNEL OFFICER